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Abstract: The traditional network security measures do not properly address the security issues of cloud 
environment and mostly during the allocation process. Like capabilities, the faults are too inherited, 
which have worsened more in cloud due to its characteristics. Even being one of the fundamental 
technology of cloud, the security hindrance is more because of virtualization. Being a multidomain 
environment different security measures can be applied at independent domains as well as in their 
functionalities. In this paper we are proposing an efficient security technique based on the privacy 
homomorphism CDAP (Concealed Data Aggregation) in order to achieve efficient data concealment by 
using end to end encryption process during the mechanism of suboptimal  Load balancing .The load 
balancing frame work adopts  the greedy incremental mechanism for the proper allocation of resources. 
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I. Introduction 

The security issues are paramount impediment in the adaptation and development of cloud computing. The 
principal concern of any client accessing the services and application of cloud is security and the risk. The 
application and datum security of the cloud environment depends upon the paradigmatic principle of “CIA” i.e. 
confidentiality, Integrity and Availability, but implemented in distributed, virtualized and dynamic architectures. 
“Threats and vulnerabilities are also major concern which leads to hindrance in the security”.  The major 
difference between the two is: -Vulnerability:  Weakness of the computing environment that can be exploited 
by the attacker. Threat: Probable error or attack by malicious user or computing environment condition. When 
migrating applications and services in cloud environment vulnerabilities (Session riding, insecure cryptography, 
internet dependency data protection and portability) and threats (Malicious insider, shared technology use and 
insecure APIs) are need to be considered.  In order to migrate applications successfully prior knowledge of 
cloud threats and vulnerabilities is a welcome option. Enterprise should avoid relying completely on the cloud 
provider to address the security issues. [15][16][20][22] In this paper we are proposing an efficient security 
technique based on the  privacy homomorphism CDAP (Concealed Data Aggregation) in order to achieve 
efficient  data concealment by using end to end encryption process during the mechanism of suboptimal  Load 
balancing .The load balancing frame work adopts  the greedy incremental mechanism for the proper allocation 
of resources. The rest of the paper is organized with related work in section 2 followed by concerns in section 
3,Section 4 forms the  basis of  security objectives and the  proposed work  is articulated in section 5.Section 6 
describes the conclusion and future work. 
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II.  Related Work 

Sahoo J. and Glitho R. [1] has proposed heuristic to solve the problem of “replica server” placement ,supported 
by the process of “placement and refinement”. Where with placement procedure an initial placement of replica 
servers on cloud sites are obtained whereas the redundant cloud sites  is discarded by the refinement. The 
mechanism reduces the cost. 

Dong N. et.al [2] formulation and “key points of consecutive algorithm (S-Aware)” based on bin packing is 
discussed in their work. Proposed model is developed to evaluat specific resource in heterogeneous environment 
with focus on energy conservation and load balancing. 

Shani J. and Vidyarthi D [3]They proposed “a level based autonomic Workflow-and-Platform Aware (WPA)” 
task clustering technique based on  the workflow structure and the underlying resource set size . The method 
reduces the execution time of  the workflow and also consolidates the load with  minimum possible resources at 
same time with respect to which wastage is minimized. 

Farahmandian. S et al.[4]. Analyzed that since cloud is built on the fundamental of distributed environment, it is 
easier for an intruder to launch a distributed denial of service (DDoS) attack against available resources and 
services of a cloud computing environment. Various mechanism for defense is studied in the work. 

Barna C.et al.[5] They have implemented, and evaluated a unified approach to enable elasticity and mitigate 
DoS attack. their work are compromises of an adaptive management algorithm for choosing which portions of a 
workload need additional resources and which portions represent undesirable traffic and should be mitigated; 
adapting a layered queuing network (LQN) model for cloud environments in order to enable proactive cost-
benefit analysis of the  workload; and an implementation and evaluation.  

Khalil I et al.[6]  Provided  a comprehensive survey on the cloud security and privacy concerns. They have 
investigated and identified  the limitations of the current solutions and presented  nine general cloud attacks. 
They have also shown that clouds are more resilient to Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks. 

Gai K. et.al, [7] A “Dynamic Data Encryption Strategy (D2ES)” is proposed by them where the mechanism 
goals  to encrypt data  selectively using privacy classification methods with  time limits. The proposed work 
maximizes the privacy protection scope with the use of selective encryption strategy along with the proof of the 
privacy enhancement Privacy issues. 

Hong.L and Ge Yufei[8], An “ ant colony algorithm (ACA) to solve the VMP problem, named as GACA-VMP” 
is proposed .The proposed mechanism is in accordance with the “genetic algorithm” in order  to solve the issues 
in which it optimizes the calculation of pheromone in load balancing for the selection. 

Batistaa B. et.al [9] They have defined QoS-driven mechanism for cloud environments based on the 
performance evaluation of a service with different security process. According to them, it is possible to maintain 
the performance of the service even with the overhead is imposed because of security mechanisms in a cloud 
environment. 

Zhongjin L et.al [10], “A security and cost aware scheduling (SCAS) algorithm” for the heterogeneous tasks of 
scientific workflow in clouds is proposed based on “particle swarm optimization (PSO)”, the coding strategy is 
devised  which minimizes the total  execution cost with  defined constraints with respect to risk rate and 
deadline. 

III. Concerns 

The cloud delivery and deployment model, its defining characteristics, along with the technologies employed 
the cloud presents different security issues in comparison to traditional computing environment. 

Also, the Security measures applied in cloud environment are, for the most part is not different in comparison of 
the traditional computing environment except due to the above pointed reason.  

Maturity, completeness and effectiveness describes the security posture of any organization adopting the cloud 
and the security controls are implemented in indepently in a layers or at more levels ranging from the physical 
level, platform  and  up to the information and applications levels as described by NIST 
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Figure 1: Cloud Security Model (NIST) 

Due to the hierarchal architecture, the security risks, analogous of cloud computing services is also inherited 
between different service layers since cloud has layered architecture. Therefore, its critical to analyze the 
security issues.[15][16][17][18] . Below is the brief analysis of security concerns in accordance to delivery 
model. 

 

 
 

Figure 2: Security concerns in delivery model 
 

Software as a Service 

Platform as a Service 

Infrastructure as a Service 

•Supports highest level of 
security. 

•Offers Intergrated Security 
services. 

•Intrensic security functions are 
not complete. 

•More Flexibility at client side to 
enhance the security policies. 

• Security functions and 
Capabilities are minimal. 

• Customer is responsible for 
security policies. 
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The management process and security capabilities of end clients increases down the layer which is one of the 
critical property in cloud security.[11][12][13][14]  

 

IV.  Security objective 

According to DACS (Data and analysis center for Software) the properties to be executed for security is:- 

Dependability:  Predictability of the application in accordance to various conditions. 

Trustworthiness: Minimal or less vulnerabilities. 

 

Survivability: Resistant to attacks and ability to recover as soon as possible. 

 
With various benefits and property cloud environment is   hindered with different security risks. Security 
requirements of cloud computing includes- 
 

• Confidentiality  
 

• Integrity 
 

• Availability  
 

• Accountability 
 

• Privacy-preservability [17][18][19][20]. 
 

According to CSA, Virtualization vulnerability and Availability are key security issues in cloud environment. 
Where the vulnerabilities of the environment can be used by the clients to architect parameters that can bypass 
the standard security measures and access privileged data of other tenants hosted on same machine or in 
network.  

Different cloud platform uses different security mechanism like strong cryptographically Secure Shell (SSH) 
keys are used by Amazon whereas Microsoft uses Synchronous cookies and connection limiting for mitigation 
of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS). Due to cloud, heterogeneous nature, a single security system would 
overburden in respect to price for other applications [19]  

“The need of mechanisms to ensure strong isolation, mediated sharing, and secure communications between 
VMs is need to be addressed by security mechanism since issues such as trusting the VM image, hardening 
hosts, and securing inter-host communication are critical areas in IaaS security, privacy, and trust which are 
inherently non-quantitative” [21].  

The cloud service providers often use virtualization technologies which causes dramatic effect on the security 
levels therefore there is a need of cryptographic approaches to be used .Dynamic encryption policies is taking 
centerstage in  cloud environment  and in order to adopt the measures to avoid security especially during the 
VM migration at time of load balancing[13]A need of proper security mechanism during the process of load 
balancing and resource allocation is the need of hour, used at the heterogeneous cloud environment[25]. 

V. Proposed solution 

The proposed solution aims to guarantee secure mechanism for load balancing of the participating machines. 
Our proposed mechanism of load balancing was based on the idea to migrate consolidated virtual and physical 
resource from one cloud site to other at dispersed locations by the use of “Incremental tree approach” which is 
an optimal way to balance the load. In the framework each overloaded node is connected via a shortest path, 
where the weight of the edges can be defined in terms link utilization, cost or bandwidth and the process goes on 
till all the overloaded nodes, depending upon the capacity of underloaded node of previous determined path is 
migrated through the aggregated node determined from the existing established shortest path. The migration of 
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resources during the process results into the formation of tree hierarchy, which is generally an “incremental 
tree”.  

In this load balancing framework, we can embed the features  of  privacy homomorphism CDAP (Concealed 
Data Aggregation) in order to achieve efficient  data concealment by using end to end encryption process. Due 
to the inclusion of homomorphism process, direct operation on cipher texts at time of aggregation and migration 
process is possible. Though being a simple mechanism, this security technique is suitable for a virtual 
environment like cloud.It facilitates the aggregation process along with the enhancement of security and obtains 
a safe end to end transmission between the overloaded and underloaded machines in the cloud system.  

Being an encryption transformation mechanism direct calculations on chipper text is possible where a 
symmetric or asymmetric encryption technique can be applied to obtain chiphertexts. In our work we are using 
privacy homomorphism based on asymmetric keys because of induced vulnerabilities and disadvantage of 
symmetric key. We have assumed that entire operations is performed on a set of nodes called TNodes (The 
underloaded nodes, overloaded nodes and enroute nodes) ,where the privacy homomorphic encryption occurs.  

The encryption mechanism is categorized as: End to end encryption: It ensures data privacy and security from 
one data center to another. Hop by hop: data is encrypted at  the aggregator node.Our proposed process is based 
on End to end encryption.[23][24] 

Procedure 

The mechanism is made up of following phases:  

• Assignment of public key issued by Overloaded node  to the TNODEs   followed by  resources deployment.  

• Key sharing (Pair-wise)  between the TNODEs  of different datacenters or in same datacenters. 

•  Encryption of  data  occurs at overloaded nodes by using the symmetric encryption algorithm (RC5) [28]and  
after which   the chipertext is  communicated to its closest TNODE in the already established path . 

 • Decryption of chipher text  at Tnodes  after which the aggregation function is applied  and  again the text is 
encrypted and deployed  to the underloaded nodes. 

Proposed Algorithm 

Let E be the encryption function and D the decryption function.  

+ and * respectively indicates the addition and the multiplication functions on the data set R.  

Keypr  =private  

Keypu =public keys possesd by nodes then  the transformation encryption is - 

Additively homomorphic if: 

 m+n= (DKeypr(Ekeypu(m)+Ekeypu(n))) where m, n belong to R.  

Multiplicatively homomorphic if: 

m*n= (DKeypr(Ekeypu(m)*Ekeypu(n))) where m, n belong to R.  

The cipher text (which can be a virtual machines files or resources) are migrated. The TNODEs aggregate 
incrementally  the cipher text during the migration. Only the underloaded nodes can decrypt the aggregated data  
after the migration using its private key.  

The network performance shows tremendous improvement in energy and the bandwidth  consumption once 
migration is secured. Even though the degree of security is increased along with the performance, the use of  our 
security  mechanism is hindered by restricted number of allowed aggregation functions. Along with the limited 
capacity  of overloaded  machines which can make encryption mechanism non tolerable to some  nodes. Though 
this problem can be addressed by the feature of overcommit exhibited by the machines. 
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VI. Conclusion and future work 

The proposed security mechanism though being a simple technique, but embedding it with the load balancing 
framework further strengthens the Cloud operations. The proposed paper provides an insight into the cloud 
security and vulnerabilities along with mechanism to overcome the security issues at the time of load balancing 
by embedding the poly homo morphism security encryption during load balancing framework. 
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